Abstract
Introduction
Watermarks are generally used for security and quality purposes. They take the form of brand names, brook bonds or logos ( Figure 1 ). They are typically formed by a pressing process using a metal stamp containing an impression of the desired pattern. This pattern induces a variation in the paper thickness and is implemented at the end of the wet stage of the paper production process. Currently, the watermark is captured on-line and displayed on a CRT beside an image of a good sample, where operators examine it occasionally.
This enables the identification of gross errors, whereas the operators classify other defects on a subjective basis. Our aim is to automate the watermark registration as the first phase in the defect detection and classification process. Key to the success of this operation is the reliable segmentation of the watermark for plain and non-plain paper types. Non-plain paper samples contain laid and chain lines (Figure 1b) . The horizontal laid lines are due to the wire mesh that is used to hold the paper during fabrication. The vertical chain lines are due to the thicker wire that is used to support the laid lines. The localisation of the watermark is also critical to the paper cutting operation, since some manufacturers require the watermark to appear in the same location on each cut sheet.
Previous research on watermark analysis has generally concentrated on techniques to determine authenticity and origin of watermarks on older historical documents. Techniques for capturing digital images of historical watermarks, using both transmitted and reflected light so as to discriminate watermarks from ink, are detailed in [1] . The extraction of watermarks on old hand-written documents is detailed in [2] . Finally, the management of a multimedia database of historical papers representing ancient watermarks is detailed in [3] .
Our article is organised as follows. Section 2 details the image acquisition and the resulting image characteristics. Section 3 outlines our approach for processing watermarks on plain paper. More sophisticated techniques allowing the extraction of watermarks on non-plain paper are proposed in Section 4. A design outline for a real-time implementation is discussed in Section 5. Before concluding, tests and results are presented in Section 6.
Production Environment
The production development system ( Figure 2 ) used for this project consisted of the following elements:
• A high frequency aperture fluorescent backlighting configuration along with an acrylic rod to focus the light on the paper as it passes beneath a 5150 pixel line scan camera (Sony ILX510). The view width = 50 cm × Number of cameras (upto a maximum of 6 meters).
• The maximum paper web speed is 250 meters/minute. Typical web speeds are in the range of 100 to 200 meters/minute ±5 meters/minute. Any design solution must account for the ramp up speed of the web line.
• There is an approximate separation between watermarks of 29.7 cm (i.e. the length of an A4 sheet).
• Each watermark must be registered with respect to the leading edge of the paper web.
• The watermark orientation is the same as the chain lines. The direction of the movement of the paper is the same as the chain lines, although some minor skewing of the paper may occur. (Due to the dimension of the paper-web, significant skew is unlikely to occur).
• Required registration tolerance is .1 mm (approx.).
• Variables: Paper quality, texture and colour.
A key problem with web based imaging is to produce an even light profile across the web. While the imaging techniques discussed in Section 3.1 can be used to reduce a lighting gradient, it is desirable to prevent this problem from occurring. The production system uses a custom lighting unit, consisting of a focused backlighting strip, in conjunction with a high resolution line scan CCD camera to help minimize this gradient.
The current procedure for paper registration requires the analysis of registration marks which are placed on the outer edges of the paper web. This produces a significant amount (≈ 3%) of waste paper as this registration region is later removed. A number of paper mills have developed in-house systems based on the use of the edge trim registration points. Results from these systems are not generally in the public domain as they would be considered commercially sensitive.
Plain Paper
Global thresholding cannot be reliably used for extracting watermarks on plain paper. This is due to both the uneven illumination function and the very low contrast of the watermark itself. Keeping in mind the speed constraints, we found that a morphological white top-hat transform followed by a double threshold and some additional cleaning filters represents the best solution.
White Top Hat Transformation
The choice of a given morphological filter is usually driven by the available knowledge about the shape, size, and orientation of the structures one would like to filter out or extract [4] . For example, we may choose an opening by a 2 × 2 square structuring element (SE) to remove positive impulse noise or a union of openings with line segments to extract elongated bright image structures. Morphological top-hats proceed a contrario. Indeed, the approach undertaken with top-hats consists in using knowledge about the shape characteristics that are not shared by the relevant image structures.
An opening with a SE that does not fit the relevant image structures is then used to remove them from the image. These structures are recovered through the arithmetic difference between the image and its opening. This operation is called white top-hat or top-hat by opening [5] .
Since the watermark consists of a network of thin lines, we have to consider an opening with a square slightly larger than the width of these lines.
The opened image provides us with the illumination function which is then subtracted from the original image to enhance the watermark. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 3 
Double threshold
The double threshold operator DBLT thresholds the white top-hat image for two ranges of grey scale values, one being included in the other. The threshold T for the narrow range is then used as a seed for the reconstruction of the threshold for the wide range [6, 4] :
where R denotes the morphological reconstruction by dilation of the marker image [7] .
The final filtering stage is based on a surface area criterion applied to the closing of the double threshold image: all connected components having a number of pixels smaller than a given threshold are removed. The filtered closed image is then intersected with the double threshold image. The whole procedure is illustrated in Figure 4 , starting from the top-hat image shown in Figure 3c .
Paper with Laid and Chain Lines
If we perform a white top-hat and a threshold on non-plain papers, we extract the watermark and the laid/chain lines. (This is due to the fact that both the lines and the watermark are of similar intensity). The problem is to remove these lines so as to output a clean mask of the watermark. We have explored two different approaches: the first is based on the Fourier transform and the second uses morphological operators.
Fourier based Segmentation
The is not just an algorithmic transformation but a physical one [8] . The FT can also be implemented in real time using optical techniques [9, 10] . Optical computational devices enable parallel computation of Fourier transforms, thereby presenting rapid processing. 
where ω 0 is the cut-off frequency. This filter is applied to each of the high frequency peaks representing the laid lines, see Figure 5 (c). When the inverse FT is applied to this image we are left with a representation of the watermark without the laid lines. The white top-hat transformation (Section 3.1), thresholding and filtering (Section 3.2) stages are then applied to the resultant filtered image. Finally we apply a mask to eliminate boundary pixels.
This procedure is illustrated in Figure 5 . While the resultant image has been degraded, we are left with sufficient information to allow us to register the watermark on the paper sheet.
Whereas this process is efficient in removing the laid lines, the chain lines are clearly visible. Fortunately the chain lines are easily detected (i.e. by scanning the horizontal profile on a line by line basis) and can be masked out from the image. We have also examined the application of an adaptive low pass filter (based on applying a filter to the DFT power spectrum (spectral density)), but this failed to produce significantly different results, see [11] for further details.
Morphology based segmentation
This procedure is based on the design of a morphological filter for extracting the laid and chain lines. We perform a horizontal opening with a long line segment for extracting the laid lines (a morphological opening consists in performing an erosion followed by a dilation with the transposed SE). An opening with a vertical line segment allows us to extract the vertical chain lines. The union of both images is still an opening. This is a well known theorem in morphology: any point-wise maximum of a series of openings is itself an opening [12] .
In our application, a morphological opening with long line segments is too sensitive to small gaps along the lines we would like to extract. An efficient solution to this problem is to consider a parametric opening which is not as 'strong' as the corresponding morphological opening. Rather than using a line structuring element L of n pixels, we consider all subsets of this structuring element which contains only k pixels (k < n). The parametric opening is then defined as the union (or point-wise maximum ∨ for grey scale images) of the morphological openings with these SEs:
where card(B i ) denotes the cardinal number (number of pixels) of B i . Fortunately, we do not need to compute all morphological openings in parallel, as there are
such openings. This is because it can be shown that the union of all these openings equals the point-wise minimum operator ∧ between (i) the original image f and (ii) the dilation δ with the full line segment L n of the rank filter of the original image using the full line segment as mask and selecting the rank n − k + 1:
Due to the rank operator appearing in this latter equation, this opening is also referred to as a rank-max opening [13, 14] .
Once the parametric opening has been computed, we subtract it from the original image so as to enhance the watermark (it is therefore another white top-hat transform). We then threshold the white top-hat and perform additional cleaning filters (i.e. using the filtering process discussed in Section 3.2). The proposed steps for the morphological processing of non-plain paper are illustrated in Figure 6 .
The computation load of the opening step is reduced when using the fast recursive algorithm detailed in [15, 16] for the morphological dilation and the moving histogram technique [17] for computing the rank filter. 
This histogram analysis technique is based on the following assumptions:
• The histogram is shifted back to the origin and the noise has a Gaussian distribution.
• The average value of the watermark pixels are greater than the background pixel average.
• The number of pixels belonging to the watermark is relatively small compared to the total number of pixels of the image.
The threshold levels t 1 and t 2 are estimated by analysing both the standard and cumulative histograms. An empirical approach to the determination of the mask threshold t 2 is to allocate to it a value that is twice the grey scale value associated with the standard histogram Perhaps a simpler and robust threshold technique would consist of selecting the threshold level that outputs a percentage of object pixels close to the ideal watermark. This method [18] has the disadvantage of being based on the assumptions that the size of image is known a priori (this is rarely the case), and that we have an ideal watermark to work from (this is difficult to estimate). Moreover, the start-up pro-cedure outlined in Section 5.1 works irrespectively of the presence of a watermark in the image. This would not be the case if we were to adopt the latter approach to thresholding.
Reconstruction by dilation:
In the reconstruction by dilation operation, the mask image is recovered by successive dilations of the marker image using the fast reconstruction algorithms detailed in [19] . This technique is a preferable alternative to simple thresholding operation especially for images corrupted by noise.
6. Vertical signature analysis: This step consists in taking the vertical projection of the binary image resulting from Step 5. This process is illustrated in Figure 9 . The analysis of the signature shape reveals two prominent peaks corresponding to the top and bottom co-ordinates of the watermark text. By identifying these peaks we are able to find the vertical position of the watermark within the paper sheet. An accurate estimate of the size of the watermark can also be derived from this measurement. This could also prove useful for watermark verification and classification purposes.
Another possible approach involves avoiding thresholding the image in the first place. Such an implementation can generate the signature based on the sum of the grey levels along the horizontal direction. While this approach is faster (it can reduce the processing time by up to 20ms per watermark) and easier to implement, the signature is generally much weaker and therefore prone to generating registration errors. Since we are currently operating at real-time rates, see Section 6, this option was disregarded in the current system implementation.
Start-up procedure
The purpose of this procedure is to extract and register the first watermark based on a line by line examination of the CCD sensor data once the system has been initialised. When this first watermark is registered and assuming that the watermarks are evenly spaced, then we can can jump forward to the next watermark, therefore eliminating the need to examine sensor data which does not contain watermarks.
Since a simple sum of grey level pixels along the horizontal lines gives unreliable results we have adopted a method based on window analysis. This involves extracting a small window from the row image and analysing it using algorithm as presented previously. If the vertical signature does not reveal any significant peaks then we advance the window. The process continues until two prominent peaks are detected.
Moving window processing
Once the first watermark is detected we can then predict the location of the next watermark, i.e. each watermark should be separated by an A4 length.
This reduces the need to search each scan line for the appropriate profile and hence increases the systems speed. Occasionally situations arise where the watermarks are not evenly spaced, for example paper joins or cuts can vary this spacing. While this can be accounted for by varying the height of the moving window used during start-up procedure, it rarely causes a problem in the registration procedure.
Testing and Results
The proposed method has been tested on plain and laid/chain line paper samples with varying watermarks, see Figure 10 . The images were captured by a CCD line scan camera at a typical production line rate of 120 meters/min.
As the system ramps up its speed each scan line is processed to find the first watermark. This is implemented by searching for the desired vertical 
Conclusions
Fourier and morphology based segmentation of non-plain papers have been proposed. While both approaches performed well, the morphological based segmentation produces slightly better results and is better suited to a realtime implementation on a conventional personal computer. The combination of the morphological approach and the vertical profile analysis has produced a robust real-time registration technique for both plain and chain/laid line paper samples. The system has also been shown to produce satisfactory results even when the quality of image is poor. The main benefit of this system is that it enables paper manufactures to stop producing the watermark key strips which are currently used for paper registration. These strips are added to either side of the paper and represent ≈ 3% of the total amount of paper produced on the registered grades. The data produced by the registration system can also be fed back to control the spacing between the watermarks as they are placed on the paper, hence preventing misregistration in the first place.
While further testing of the prototype system needs to be carried out on a larger database of sample images to obtain the optimum set of parameters that will ensure the maximum performance of the segmentation process, the fundamentals of the system design have been fully developed and proven to be reliable.
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